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Elk Finance

Elk is a peer-to-peer network for cross-chain value transfers and 
blockchain interoperability. 

ElkNet, the powerful cross-chain engine at the heart of the network, 
allows for secure and efficient transfers of value and information, 
reducing friction and asset fragmentation between blockchains. 

Try ElkNet
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https://app.elk.finance/#/elknet
https://app.elk.finance/#/elknet


Elk Finance

Elk Finance combines several innovative features:

● Farming-as-a-Service allows projects/users to create custom farms

● Transfer via ElkNet in seconds between all the chains Elk supports

● Cross-chain tokens for value transfer via Proxy Tokens & $ELK

● ElkDEX deployment on all chains, including farm contracts

● Impermanent Loss Protection (ILP) for liquidity providers
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Farming-as-a-Service (FaaS)

● Allows anyone to create a farm at app.elk.finance

● Allows up to 15 reward tokens at once

● A UI built from the ground up allows for a hassle-free deployment 
with no coding required

● Users can take advantage of Elk’s on-chain Impermanent Loss 
Protection for any given farm on BTTC

● Bridging-as-a-Service will allow cross-chain interaction with FaaS
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ElkNet v2
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Cross-chain SDK = Bridging-as-a-Service

● The Elk Software Development Kit (SDK) allows developers to create 
proxy tokens, utilising the ElkNet’s lock and release reservoir system 
for cross-chain transfers. 

● ElkNet can be utilized as the native bridge in the backend.

● Cross-chain bridging applications are possible using the SDK. 

● Elk SDK can be considered synonymous with Bridging-as-a-Service 
(BaaS).

Note: Mint/burn functionality is also supported.
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Elk SDK

● Simple - swiftly create a transparent bridging solution.
● Secure - built in protection of double spend and 51% attacks.
● Decentralized - post-alpha, the ElkNet will introduce decentralization via a 

proof-of-stake node framework.
● Customizability- Applications and bridges built on top of ElkNet can 

customize their bridging interface as they see fit. 
● Support - Elk’s development team will help create and manage the 

bridge.
● Minimal Maintenance - Exit liquidity problem eliminated with automated 

arbitrage.
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Elk SDK

● Interoperability - no third-party integration limits.

● Cost Effective - BaaS applications use ElkNet, making them gas 
efficient and fast.

● Reduced Fragmentation - bridge directly to existing contract 
addresses instead of having to create new token contracts.

● Compatibility - Its unique design allows ElkNet to be compatible with 
all blockchains, whether they are EVM or not.
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Elk SDK Alpha

ELK SDK Alpha will last until sufficient stress testing proves it reliable, it will 
then move over to the beta version once enough testing has taken 
place.

Comprehensive feedback and implemented fixes will allow a swift move 
forward to the beta phase. 

The Elk SDK will remain in beta for approximately 1 year, depending on 
usage, development, and the depth and variety of testing completed. 
During the beta, continuous feature additions will enhance the 
functionality of the SDK.
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Social Links

Email

Twitter

Business Proposals

Documentation

dApp
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mailto: hello@elk.finance
https://twitter.com/elk_finance
https://elklabs.atlassian.net/servicedesk/customer/portal/11/group/19
https://docs.elk.finance
https://app.elk.finance


Thank you


